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Abstract

Heutron cross section calculational methods for actinides

in the unresolved resonance e.nergy range (1-150 kev) are discuss-

ed, v.ith a special emphasis en calculation of v.idth fluctuation

factors for the generalized distribution, as well as for a sub-

threshold fission• It is shcivn that the energy dependence of

4.J) ? _ , the ( n , n )-process competition and the struc-

ture in neutron cross section has to be taken into account in the

energy range considered. Analysis of different approaches in ths

statistical theory for heavy nuclei neutron cross-section calcu-

lation is given, and it is shov.Tj to *e important to allow for the

( n ,X'^f )-reaction in neutron cross section calculations for

fissile nuclei. The use of the non-spherical potential, the

Lorentzian spectral factor and the I'ermi-gas nodel involving the

collective nodes enables to obtain the self-consistent data for

all neutron cross sections, including^ Y.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear transactinide data are nacessary to calculate the accu-

mulation of these nuclei, to determine the ciianoes 1n the reactor

performances durino long operation, to transport and process radiat-

ed fuel and to incinerate high actinides. It is natural that in the

nearest future to get experimentally such a great amount of the data

is extremely difficult. Therefore, in practice the acceptable way to

obtain nuclear constants of nuclei, when there are no experimental

data, is related to the theoretical methods of nuclear data evalua-

tion involving carefully tested parameters used in the nuclear mo-

dels.

The theoretical analysis of the experimental data enables to

find parameters, e. o. such as optical model ones, that are required

to calculate neutron cross sections for a wide scope of nuclei. To

perform this task, it is necessary rather to analyse the systematic

tendencies than to make SDecific calculations for a given nucleus.

The modern state of art of the nuclear theorv, when special models

with carefully tested parameters are used, permits prediction of in-

tegral cross sections of heavy nuclei within 2C-30S. The nuclear re-

action theory should be considered as a means to obtain different

oarameters that may combine various experimental data. The main

trend in nuclear data evaluation should be concentrated on the de-

termination of a number of reliable parameters through the systema-

tic self-consistent analysis of the experimental data accumulated.

Based en the statistical model, the formalism for neutron cross

section calculations was develoneti lone ago [1,2]. It may be consi-

dered th?t when the ooticel-statistical podel is employed to calcu-

late neutron cross sections for nuclei with middle A no difficulties

arise, exceot some ones, due to several types of the nuclear poten-

tial that give a satisfactory agreement with the same experimental

data and due to the nonunioue choice of potential oarameters. The

contribution of correlation effects that are of importance but not

yet sufficiently elaborated can lead to an increase in the reaction

cross sections which may be larger than the one due to the direct

reactions [3,4].

Some difficulties are associated with the optical-statistical

model when used to calculate neutron cross sections for fissile nuc-

lei since their evaluation is rather comolex. The level of the nuc-

lear fission theory developed at oresent is such that to predict 139
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quantitatively fission cross sections is hardly possible. The theo-

retical predictions of fission barriers can be made within the 0.5-

1.0 MeV accuracy [5] while the data evaluation requires the accura-

cy of about 100 keV. The fission process is the main competing oro-

cess and should be thus allowed for in theoretical computations. The

fission competition effect is very substantial and reaches about

80S at 50 keV for the inelastic scattering cross section, o , , for
239n

nn1
the first "^Pu level. The correct account of the fission competi-

tion. esDecially for highly fissile nuclei, is a rather complex prob-

lem since the latter is associated with a. calculation.

Moreover, the heavy fissile nuclei possess a high density of

the excited states which, as a result, can be resolved to relatively

low energies. The low energy of the first level excitation requires

to allow for the radiative capture competition ir inelastic scatter-

ing cross section calculations.

One more circumstance is of importance here. If one type of

a neutron cross section is calculated, then the agreement between

the cross section of this tyoe may be achieved due to the worse

agreement between the cross sections of other Drocesses, i. e. the

information on the physics of a process may be lost. It is there-

fore necessary to make simultaneous calculation of all types of

cross sections and to comoare a greater number of the quantities

in order to avoid the incorrect reoresentation of the model accu-

racv.

2. NEUTRON ACTINIOE CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS IP! THE UNRESOLVED

RESONANCE EriERGY RANGE (1-150 keV)

The unresolved resonance energy range for heavy nuclei is exten-

ding from several hundreds eV to a hundred keV. A knowledge of the

average resonance parameters such as <3> , <r >
n r* <rn'\ "nr1

vn'r* vfr ™ t n i s r a " 3 e 1 S necessary to correctly allow for the re-

sonance self-screeninq and Doppler effects since this very range co-

140 vers a considerable spectrum part of large fast breeders.

Average resonance oarametsrs for the unresolved resonance region

may be obtained in two ways: by averaging the parameters in the re-

solved resonance region with subsequent extrapolation to the unresolv-

ed one (the drawback of this method is associated with difficult spin

and parity identification of levels) and by fitting the calculated

average cross sections or transmissions to the experimental data in

the unresolved resonance energy region (the shortcoming of this me-

thod is the introduction , into the defined parameters, of the error

of the model used that requires a knowledge of the additional parame-

ters). As a rule, the combined approach is advisable.

Usually the Hauser-Feshbach formalism [1] modified by Lane and

Lynn [6] to allow for oartial width fluctuations is used to calculate

average c-oss sections in the unresolved resonance energy range and

is valid in the case of no resonance interference and no correlations

of widths for different processes. The expression for the average

«s > cross section of the (n,x)-reaction and compound nucleus state
nx r

r with the spin

2ir

k

J and parity it is of the fern:

2 „
' n r x r

where gr is the statistical factor o* the state r, <D>r th>> average

distance between comDOund nucleus state*, <l~n>r the average neutron

width, <l"x>r the average (n.x)-reaction widen, <r>r the average to-

tal width of the state r and S R x r the factor allowing for the partial

width fluctuation effect.

Averaging in (1) is made in accordance with the accepted width

distribution laws. For this Duroose the Porter-Thomas distribution

witr v degrees of freedom is usually used. In this case the number

of vx deqrees of freedom corresoonds to the number of the channels

that contribute to the (n ,x)-reaction width or to the effective quan-

tity, M
eff xr

, obtained by analysing the experimental resonance

widths r>xr <rx r (2)
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or the channel transmissions:

ueff xr
kxr'

(3)

rkxr

Schmidt [7] calculated the s n x r"
f a c t 0 1* f o r neutron (vnr=l) and

radiative (v = «>) channels. This factor is typical for non-fissile

nuclei in the energy region below the inelastic scattering threshold.

Double (three reactions) or triple (four reactions) integration is

to be made when the number of reactions becomes laroer. The expres-

sions for the S-factor can be reduced to the tabular or analytical

functions only in the limited number of reactions, namely, three

processes [8]. So, it is more practical to use the exDressions for

the S-factors that are convenient for computer calculations:

<V2««B)vB *.

(4)

The calculations of the S-factor may be also performed by the

numerical method proposed by Greedier and Hutchins [9].

Strictly speaking, when \> is defined as the nurrber of channels,

this definition is valid only in the case of equal relative contri-

butions of the channels to an average width. The analysis of the ex-

perimental resonance width distributions (formula (2)) gives only

the "effective" number of the freedom degrees, v eff1 that contains

very little information on the iroortant characteristics of a process,

namely, the number of channels and their relative contributions since

one and the same value of v
e f *

 m a y °e achieved by their different

combinations. The analysis of average cross sections, due to the large

number of the parameters, can give only the approximate v-values

which can effectively allow for a contribution of direct processes,

especially for nuclei with middle A-

When relative channel contributions are not equal, the generaliz-

ed distribution proposed in [10] should be adopted (the contributions

of all k-channels to the average width are equal and the above distri-

bution reduces to the Porter-Thomas one):

..v-2

P(y,o1.o2,...av)dy
(2n) a,. a~...0

z" 1 / 2 exp(-A 1z 1y)dz 1.

1-zi:.-zv-2

(5)

.xp(-A2*zy>d*2... f [z v. z(l-z r
,-1/2

* e*P(- A
v-l

2v-l y ) d 2v-l d y

<r k=l

rxrk < r x V k

<r
k=l

The form of the generalized distribution nay substantially dif-

fer from the Porter-Thomas one, pv(.v) for v ^eing defined either as

the number of channels or as the "effective" number cf freedom deg-

rees. The exarple of two c'mnnels (Fin. 1) illustrates that the dif-

ference between the Porter-T'/iomas distribution with v=2 and the gene-

ralized one increases with increasing contribution difference (a,-a 2).
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where IQ(z) is the Bessel function,

FIG. I. Generalized Porter-Thomas distribution with
k = 2 at different values of channel contribu-
tions, a=]a,-a,]

Figure 2 gives the generalized distribution with a, =0.1 and a,*0.9
and the Porter-Thomas distribution with v e f f defined in terms of
these relative contributions. At more close contributions the dif-
ference between the curves will decrease (Fig. 2 ) .

The generalized distribution was proposed long ajo [10] but
was net widely used for evaluation purposes. Probably, this is caus-
ed by its more complicated form, as compared to the traditional pir-
ter-Thomas distribution. We used the generalized distribution fo
nuclear data evaluation [11].

It may be shown that for two channels the generalized distri-
bution reduces to the form:

rx _ v xrk ' x rk
<rx»r = I

o.oi ai j.a X
FIG. 2. Porter-Thomas distribution with v ..= 1.22 (.curve 1)

and generalized distribution with v=2, a.=0.1 and
a?=0.9 (curve 2)

For the case of three fission channels one obtains the fol-
lowing expression:

exnr- J(l + I )] „

exD( —

142
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where «(P.,Y,z) is the denenerated hypergeometric function [ 1 2 ] .



Vlhen two fission channels have the same contribution to widtn

(channels are either completely ooen or have the same transmission)

expression (7) assumes the form:

TP(y,o,a3)dy

(8)

where a«o.+o, and o.=a_.

When the number of the resonances analysed is not great, it 1s

convenient to use the following distribution:

o' a,,a^ •
a

^ > ^ ^ • •

defining the probability that the value of the variable y is less

than that of y . In resonance width statistics, it means the number

of resonance widths, whose values are larger than the given ones.

Flyure 3 illustrates distribution (9) and comparison of the

theoretical and experimental distributions for fission widths of

Pu 51 0 'resonances. It Is seen that the application of the ge-

neralized distribution Improves an agreement between theory and ex-

periment, as compared to the case when in the Porter-Thomas distri-

bution v coincides with the number of the channels equal to 2. The

values a.-0.77 and a,=C.23 obtained from the width distribution dis-

persion agree with the transition state scheme proposed by Lynn [13].

The generalized distribution when applied to analyse the expe-

rimental data for fission widths enables to obtain the information

about the relative contributions of the channels. Of special inte-

rest is the case of the small number of channels for fission reso-

nance widths (v«l*4). In this case considerable deviations from the

Porter-Thomas distribution should be expected. The generalized dis-

tribution makes 1t possible to relate the experimental width distri-

butions to the structure of the transition states of a fissile nuc-

leus.

0.0

FIG. 3. Inteoral distribution of the fission widths of

rXc / < rc >
2 ̂ g _»

resonances for Pu as a function of /X :

o

histoqram, experimental data; , Porter-Thomas

distribution with v=2; , integral generalized

distribution with a^C.77 and a?=P.23

On one side, the transition state structure and fission barrier pa-

rameters may be found by analysing nucleus fissibility. On the other

side, certain information on relative channel contributions may be 143



obtained from the generalized distribution dispersion:

«v- 2 I «k (10)

+ 4k + Z 1 'fx dt (12)

l * J

and from the analysis of the correlation between the channel widths

and the mean number of neutrons per fission [17]. The advances in

spin resonance identification also stimulates to use the generalized

distribution for analysing fission widths.

Compare the effects of the Porter-Thomas distribution and the

generalized width distribution on average cross sections in the case

of several channels. When the generalized distribution is adopted,

the expression for the S -factor in the case of tvo channels is of

the *orm:

«p(-<rY>rt)(<'Vrt*e)

<r_> t
(1 + 2-

where £=(4a-ia.>) .

For three fission channels one ray obtain:

<r> 7 exp (-<r > t)

vnr

144
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where Fq(5) >>rt +«)-q

s " * , sjj* and vsFioure 4 gives the fluctuation factors

(a,-a,) calculated by formulas (4) and (11) at 0.1 keV and 100 keV.

The upner and lower straight lines corresoond to the Porter-Thomas

distribution with v*2 and \>*1. Curve 4 stands for the generalized

distribution while curve 3 denotes the Porter-Thomas distribution

with ^f,.=veff fr where v ff fr is determined by the relative chan-

nel contributions from formula (2). These figures illustrate the

considerable effect of different ways of the representation of the

fission width distributions on the S-factors. This is especially

pronounced in sjj* and S|J*. Comparison of curves 3 and 4 shows that

the values of Sn* differently depend on the channel contribution ratio

despite the self-consistency between v ,, and (c^-a 2), and the dif-

ference in sJJ* and S°+. is about 18* and in , abbut 5% at

= 0.7 i 0.9/ as the energy increases, thereby causing a substantial

a n d a s l i o h t v a r i a t i o n i n < r > and <rf>
o+growth of n

<r>u

The difference between the traditional way of allowing for fission
width fluctuations with v ff and the one based on the two-channel

distribution decreases. At 100 keV for

0+
Smuch as 2-3 times and for S

f,

and S^

1.5-2.0 tiires.

it decreases ....



8.0

)»

t "»0+

t

^ ^

J

to

Fife. 4. S°* , Sn* and Sn^-factors vs tho difference in relative contributions of two Pu

fission channels at En«0.1 keV (three upper figures) and at Fn=100 keV(three lower

figures) (curves 1,2,3, Pirter-Thomas distributinn for v=2, v=l , v*v,.-.curve 4,

generalized distribution)
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Note that the minimum error in the S-factors, when passing

from v=l to \>=2, occurs at (a,-a.) =0.9 and at v ,,= 1.35. This cir-

cumstance should be borne in nind when use is made of the Porter-

-Thomas distribution with the integer freedom degrees. Also note

that large values of S p n and S are caused by the strong fission

competition and the small number of fission channels, which is con-

sistent with the conclusions nade in [15].

When three channels contribute to a mean width <r_> (this
* T r

case is implemented for 1" state of the compound Pu nucleus)

the above differences for the case of two channels decrease and re-

main, however, noticeable for S^"and S^". At E=0-l keV, the diffe-

rence between curves 3 and 4 amounts to about 8% for SnJj and S "

and about C.5% for S " Kith increasing neutron channel competi-

tion, it decreases and does not exceed about 3% in Sn" and S^~.

From the aforesaid it follows that the generalized Porter-

-Tho.iias distribution rather than the traditional one should be

used to calculate the average neutron cross sections in the unre-

so.lved resonance region, in particular, to take into account the

fission width fluctuations with a small number of channels. The

use of v JJ j and the Porter-Thomas distribution for r f r fluctua-

tions is justified only in the case of very weakly or very strong-

ly differing relative channel contributions when the Integer va-

lues of v can be adopted.

Consider the method of calculating fhe S ^-factor in Uie case

of a more complicated fission width distribution that is valid

for even-even fissile nuclei.

The presence of the structure in the subthreshold fission

cross section of Pu and Pu tray be explained within the

framework of the double-humped fission barrier predicted by Stru-

tinsky [17]. As is shown in [18,19], the existence of such a bar-

rier does not practically affect the averaoe fission width <rf>

141 but leads to a chance in fission width distributions.

In the above distributions, it is implicitly assumed that

fission barrier transmissions, fr*

rfr PfP( (13)

-2(where 9fr is the reduced fission width) weakly depend on ener-

gv (do not fluctuate). In the single-humped fission barrier mo-

del, this assumption is valid, and fluctuations of P, as well

as those of the widths yff otey the same law.

The transmission of the double-humped fission barrier strong-

ly depend;upon enerqy, thereby achieving maximum at enerqies close

to the quasi-stationary levels in the second well. The Porter-

-Thomas and generalized distribution (5) may thus be used only to

describe the resonance width distributions for the channels, whose

energy is above the second maximum of. the fission barrier. As a

rule, this case takes place for nuclei with negative fission

thresholds.

The authors of ^18] have proposed to calculate a fission width

distribution in the sabbarrier region in terms of the convolution

of the Porter-Thomas distribution, that characterizes a fission

width distribution with resDect to their local mean values, with

the distribution of the average fission widths. Therefore, it may

be assumed that the average fission widths ctn be fitted with the

following distribution:

,-1/2dx (14)

\ihere x = fmax
<rf>

/lffmaxrfn,1n)"<rf>

max

and T

<rf> "rain" ~ ~ provided that<rf>

fmax a n d rfmin a r e d e f ' n e d
of

maximum and minimum transmissions.



It may be also assumed that, besides distribution (14), the

widths r. are subjected to local fluctuations relative to their
2

average values that are governed by a x -distribution

r.
P ( ,& ) with the number of freedom degress being determined by

rfr

the number of open fission channels. Then, the distribution for

z = —i£ = s^t —"-£— = yx is determined by the convolution:
<rfr fr <rfr»

In [21], the analytical expression for the barrier approximated

by two convex parabolas is obtained which, unlike from the appropriate

one in [18], is also valid in the near-barrier region. Maximum and

minimum fission transmissions are defined as follows:

p P

max
min

1+V(1-PAH1-PB)

Then , f rom (14) we have :

(16)

00

I . . .7. dv

P (V IttH — I —*"

v " ' vy' y

(15)

The average fission width <r f
>_ "iay be given as a sum of indivi-

dual channel widths:

V V <U>
<r > = T <r > = T -

f r k=l f rk k-l 2"
(16)

where Is the transmission of a k-fission barrier for the

state r and for the single-humped parabolic barrier it is deter-

mined by the Hill-Hheeler expression L20]. Different calculation

procedures of double-humoed barrier transmission coefficients are

considered elsewhere in [18,21,22]. Comparison of the rigorous

numerical calculation of the barrier transmission coefficients

approximated by three parabolas [23] with quasi-classical approxima-

tion results [18] shows that the latter are substantially higher in

the region near the peak of the smaller hump. However, the fission

barrier parameters for even Fu and • Pu nuclei-tarqets are such

that In the energy range considered, PA and Pg are nuch less than

unity, which testifies the validity of the quasi-classical approxi-

mation.

<r.
PAPE
l-U-PflMl-PB)

xmin

(17)

(18)

As is expected, at Pg=l we deal with the single-hump case: <rf> =

0 > n - - - - 1, while in the subbarier region (Pft,PB«l)

- 1 _ 4

2ir

we have: , which is consistent

with the quasi-classical solution [18].

This more simple approach requires a knowledge of a smaller num-

ber of the parameters floainst the one described in [22] and is thus

used to calculate 240Pu fission width distribution. The aloorithn used
24A 242

allows satisfactory calculation of Pu and Pu fission cross sec-

tions.
The quantity < in this case c?nnot be calculated analy-

tycallv, and in the caso of even-even nucleus-targets one of the me-

thods for calculation of this value is the averaainn of tlie values

of obtained using the Monte Carlo method, distribution (15)
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and the Porter-Thomas distribution. The calculation is made until

the statistical errors for each channel would not be less than 10 .

It should be noted,however that the acceptable level of the accura-

cy in <af> attained by t.iis method requires considerable computer

time.

This approach assunes that the nuclear states in the second

well are pure vibrationai. However, some experimental data point to

the possible dissipation of the vibrational states in the second

well into the intermediate compound nucleus states [21].

Probably, the analytical calculation of the S ,-factors for

even-even nuclei^targets may be performed using the fission width

distribution in the form proDOsed in [22]. This calculation.however,

faces great comoutatipnal difficulties, and at present further stu-

dies are to use this approach for evaluation purposes.

In the case of odd nuclei-targets, the double-humped fission

barrier concept should not be obligatorily adopted to calculate the

Snf-factors. Our calculations have shown that the greatest difference

in the Snf-factors for 239Pu single- and double-humped fission bar-

riers (about 2.5%) is observed at 40 keV for a large fission width
2 39 +

state, which corresponds to the Pu state 0 . This difference is

smaller (about 1?) for the states with small fission widths. The

difference in the S .-factors for the 9Pu single- and double-humped
nf

barriers decreases at 1 keV up to 0.6% and with an increase in neut-

ron energy UD to 2C0 keV the difference in the S ..-factors disappears

which is natural enough.

The difference in the S .-factors for single-end double-humoed

barriers for even-even nuclei-tarqets becoir.es very large. So, the

difference in calculated P» o { and Sn<r cross sections for single-

and double-humped cases amounts to about 200% at 1 kev, about 30S at

20 keV and about 7S at 2C0 keV. The same difference in calculated

Pu cross sections is observed.

The average cross sections for fission, radiative capture and

inelastic neutron scattering processes for actinides were calculated

by formula (1). The values of <f > a"(i<D>obs were obtained fron the

148

resolved resonance data and the remainder parameters, by fittinq to

the experimental results in the keV enerqy range. To allow for the

structure, for instance, in

3

II and crf cross sect ions, the pa-

rameters <r"n> and < r
n > were obtained from the average

and the parameter <l~f> , from of. Comparison of the calculated and

experimental data for the independently measured value of o, i. e.

the capture-to-fission cross section ratio, points to the validity

of the average parameters and the methods used.

The theoretical models for the level density depending on soin,

parity and excitation energy must be used to determine <D> . For

this purpose in the unresolved resonance energy region we used the

independent particle model, whose main level density parameter "a"

does not depend on energy and is determined from the observed reso-

nance distance. This model assumes that <D>. is independent of nari-

ty. For deformed heavy nuclei such as U, Pu and otlier ac-

tinides, the dependence of <!>>, on parity can be, probably, ignored

[26].

Recently the nuclear level density theory has attained further

development. It was shown how in the traditional Fermi-gas model to

take into account a decrease in the shell effects due to increasing

excitation enerqy [26] (energy deDendence of the parameter "a"). The

contribution of collectives modes to the level density was also cal-

culated [27], which resulted in the improvement of the agreement

between the systematics of the parameter "a" and its quasi-classical-

value. It should be noted that the account of these effects does not

cause substantial changes in <D>r in the unresolved resonance region.

This is due to the nearness of this region to the normalization

point (Pn-fi) and due to the smallness of the shell correction,6!!,

in the mass formula, e. g. for Pu, Pu and other actinides. As

compared to the Fermi-aas nodel, the superfluid nucleus model although

allowinq more correct calculation of the level density over the whole

energy range does not greatly affect calculated cross sections in



the unresolved resonance region due to the nearness to the normaliza-

tion point (Bn-A).

As a rule, the energy dependence of <D> (E) is neglected in the

unresolved resonance region. However, despite E<<Bn> this dependence

is substantial and leads to about 15% change in <D>r at 100 keV.

This fact naturally affects the average fissile nucleus cross sections,

first, radiative canture cross section and then n. Our calculations

show that the neqlect of the eneriy dependence of <P>r(E) for Pu

leads to about 15% decrease in <or > and <a> at l^O keV.

In our calculations vie allowed for the energy dependence of <D>,

Pu the mean distance is decreased as

much as 20? at 140 keV.

Since the inelastic neutron scattering threshold for heavy nuc-
•

lei is low , the (n,n )-reaction should be allowed for in the unre-

solved resonance region. Assume that the transmission coefficients,

Pj, for a nucleus in the excited state are determined similarly to

those in the ground state, i. e. the difference between elastic and

inelastic channels lies only in the value of energy. In this case

the average inelastic width < r
r ] i

>
r
 c a n b e defined similarly to the

(cutting u=B R+E-A) since for

elastic neutron width <l~n>r:

<D>r0? th (19)

where e is the neutron energy in the inelastic channel characteri-

zed by the orbital moment, S.1, and level energy excitation, E (e =

- E - E q ) .

Summation in expression (19) is performed only over those le-

vels and orbital moments I' that contribute to this channel, r, i.e.

those obeying the energy conservation law E> E (A+l)/A, total angu-

lar moment T+j=3=T'+t' and Darity (-l)An=(-1 )*"Ifq .
As a rule, when cross sections in the unresolved resonance re-

gion are calculated, the (n.n 1)-reaction is usually neglected. How-

ever, in a number of cases this gives a substantial difference in

the neutron cross sections calculated. The calculations show tflat

at 100 keV, the difference in a f(
2 3 5U) with and without allowance

for the (n.n1)-reaction amounts to about 10S.

Further, a knowledge of the strength functions and average fis-

sion widths is required to calculate neutron cross sections. Strength

functions may be obtained from the data for the resolved resonances

and for average cross sections in the keV range. For this purpose

the data for ot are more suitable since these can be calculated

using a smaller number of other parameters. In principle, the strength

functions can be determined from the transmission coefficients, T,,,

calculated using the optical model. However, the main difficulty

in this case is associated with the choice of optical potential para-

meters since not sufficiently accurate input data (ol),ot,So) great-

ly affect the strength functions calculated. Using the fit to two

experimental values of o , Goldsmith £29] obtained such values of

pop
the parameters for Th that give the values of S-| differing almost

3 times. Therefore, the optical model calculation of the strength

functions can be performed only ir the case vhen other methods are

inapplicable, i. e-. when there are no necessary data.

In our calculations, average fission widths were obtained using

the fission channel theory, and the values of fission barrier energies,

E_. were chosen by fitting the calculated of data to the experimen-

tal ones. These values were determined taking into account the approxi

mate transition state scheme for fissile even-even nuclei [3o].

This approach was adopted for the self-consistent calculation

of neutron cross sections (o.,o f,o ,o n ,) for odd nuclei-targets

up to 100 keV and for even nuclei un to 150-200 keV.

Figures 5 through 8 show the calculated average fission and
p o c

radiative canture cross sections for U. In these calculations,
our evaluated and data averaaed over the chosen energy inter-
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channel contribution* [y
vals served as the input information. The parameters obtained allow-
ed reliable calculation of the (n.y) and (n.n1) cross sections in
the energy range u*> to 100 keV.

Fiqure 5 shows the comparison between the experimental of cross

section and those calculated using the average parameters, which
testifies the quality of the average fission widths, <rf>f. Good

agreement is achieved over the whole energy range. This figure also
shows contributions of each channel for s- and D-waves. A contribu-
tion of d-vaves is not essential and amounts to <3% o f at 100 keV.
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of the (n.n1 )-reaction competition

FIG. 5. Comparison between the of( II) cross section calculated

( ) in terms of the average parameters in the C.1-100 kev
150 range and the evaluated data (-n_n_n_)

E.keV

FIG. 6. Comparison of the o,( U) cross section calculated
with (—) and with no regard ( ) for inelastic neut-
ron scattering competition
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the calculated and exnerimental data for

<*( U) in the energy range 0.1-IOkeV: , calculation

C"'leV"i/2;with So=1.08.1C"'
leV" , calculation with S, by

fitting to a t in each energy interval

on fission cross section calculations. Here the dashed curve denotes

the calculation with no allowance for the inelastic neutron scatter-

ing. This difference is substantial and ar.ountsto about 10? at 100

keV.

Figure 7 shov.-s the conparison of the exDerinental and calcula-

ted data for the caoture-to-fission cross section ratio,a=(o /a f ) .

It is seen that a satisfactory agreenent between the calculated and

experimental values is observed, and the calculated structure in the

a-value is in a general anreement with the experimental one. Comparison

of the a-value calculated with the constant and fluctuating S shows

that below 10 keV, when fluctuations are allowed for, a somewhat bet-

ter agreement between theory and experiment is attained, although

this is not evident if the data of [31] and [32] are taken into ac-

count.

In the enerpy ranqe 10-5P keV the calculations of the a-value

made with the constant SQ are in better agreement with experiment,

and shove 50 keV calculation results for the fluctuating and constant
So a r e c l o s e t 0 eac;n other, which is natural because with increasing

energy the fluctuations in ot become smooth. In general, the not suf-

ficient accuracy of the exoerimental data for a does not nermit

us to conclude that fluctuations in o>(and * 0) should be taken in-

to account when calculating the a-value.

The direct comparison of the (n.n1) cross sections for ^3^U

calculated in terms of the average resonance parameters vith the

experimental data for the unresolved resonance energy region (up

to 100 keV) is impossible due to the absence of the experimental

cnni data in this region. Comparison between the results obtained

by this apnroach and those calculated by the statistical model using

the optical model transmission coefficients shows a satisfactory

agreement between the data obtained by these two methods (Fig. 8 ) .
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Calculation results for averane Pu cross sections are nre-

sented in Fins. 9 throuah IT. These figures show that the calcula-

ted and experimental cross section are in good agreement. Of special

interest is Fiq. 10 which displays the calculation results for one

of the most important reactor cross section .namely, on . l.'hen cur

calculations were made, the experimental data for a [33] in the

energy ranqe 0.2 to 350 keV were unknown and appeared only in 1977.

Ve could use only the data for an froi" [34] in the energy range from

6 to 28 keV. The solid line in Fin.10 stands for our self-consistent

cross section calculations made in 1975. Later on, when Ucston and

Todri's data 133] were published, these were also plotted in Fig. 10.

A good agreement between the calculated and experimental data is

seen to be below 6 keV and above 30 keV where there were no experi-

mental data at the moment of evaluation. This demonstrates the cor-

rectness of the approach used and the validity of the parameters

chosen.

The 240
Pu af cross section in the unresolved resonance region

(Fiq.11) was calculated using the double-hunned fission barrier ap-

proach, which enabled to oovern all the exnerimental data up to the

peak near 1 keV that was found experimentally £36] and vas absent

in other evaluations [36].

The calculated and experimental data for 210, and o.

are comnared in Fiqs. 12 through 14, vhilc the comparison of those
99 A?

for Pu o\, an , o
n!jl

and is given in F1gs. 15 through 18.

As is seen, the agreement is ruite satisfactory.

Thus, the average parameters used ensure the aoreenent between

the experimental and calculated neutron cross sections. Therefore,

the calculation results VKV tt trken as the evaluated values.

Hence, the method for calculating average cross sections in

the unresolved resonance region was illustrated for nuclei 235U,

Pu and Pu. There are two icoortar.t specific-features in the

methods used: 1) reaction v.-idths have to he carefully determined

usinq different approaches, especially those based on the experimen-

tal data for a. and of and 2) the present method is an effective

too! and can be, within a sufficient accuracy, apDlied only in the

unresolved resonance energy range, i.e. for odd nuclei-targets up

to 100 keV and for even nuclei-targets up to 150-2C0 keV. In the

upDer energy range, the limitations are associated with the facts

that the strength function S2 is not accurately known, the excita-

tion cross sections of higher levels are not properly allowed for

and the phase shifts,<££, are not correctly calculated in the energy

range above 200 fceV. For odd nuclei-targets in the energy range con-

sidered, it is possible to a'lio*.1 for the contributions only of the

s-and p-waves not only to <o > but also to partial cross sections;

in the case of even nuclei-targets account should be taken of s-,

p- and d-vaves.

V'hen average resonance parameters are determined rather accu-

rately, the accuracy in the o calculation by this method in the

energy range considered is about 5-1PX. For this purpose it is quite

enouph to know the averaoe resonance parameters from the resolved

resonance region and those for o. end a. , at least, in the limited

energy range (keV region).
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FIG. 11. Comparison of the experimental and calculated of(
<; Pu) in the energy region

1 to 500 keV: present calculation
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FIG. 15.

Comparison of the experimental and calculated <af> for
 242Pu belov 100 l:eV:

_j-Ln_, experimental data of [39]; , evaluation of [10]; -.-.-., calcula-
tion from [41]; present calculation

FIG. 16.

Comparison of the experimental and calculated a ( Z 4 2ru): _n_n_» experimental
data from £12]; • , experimental dat? of C*3]-, , evaluation of f40]; ,
present vork
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FIG. 17. Total (1) and partial (2-6)242Pu inelastic scattering

cross sections for the channels l/2+, 1/2", 3/2", 3/2*

and 5/2 , respectively
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3. STATISTICAL THEORY CALCULATION OF NEUTP.OH CROS? SECTIONS

FOR FISSILE tiUCLEI If! THE ENERGY RANGE FROV 1 keV to 5 MeV

Based on the statistical Hauser-Feshbach model [1], it is pos-

sible to develop an aporoach convenient for self-consistent calcu-

lation of neutron cross sections for fissile nuclei. The Kauser-

-Feshbach model assumes that the processes of compound nucleus for-

mation and decay do not depend on each other, and this model thus

ignores the effects associated with increasing cross section in the

elastic channel that can be allowed for by the Tepel model [46].

The expression for the cross section of the level excitation,

E i, with allowance for the comoetition of fission and radiative

capture

•nn'^q'1

I

—5 I T At) I (2J+1)
2(2i+l) Sfo l3 3

T

rcomp Trr(E-*£V)
(20.)

Here (jfjyt + Sn) is the compound nucleus excitation energy; T J ] t

and Tfj, , are the "effective" transmission coefficients for radia-

t ive capture and fission.

The "effective" fission transmission coeff icient, T , , , in

the transition state region can be calculated in the same way as
in the case of the neutron one:

fOiT

To determine the fission width,

expression from [ 4 7 ] :

fJit P(Ef k '

(22)

, use is usually made of the

(23)

where P(Ef^,h». ) is the penetrability of the kth fission barrier

with a height E^k and curvature parameter hojj. [202:

1
(24)

where i is the soin of the Qroiind st?t,e of a nucleus-tarqct ;l, j the

orbital and total moments of an incoring neutron;£', j' the orbital

and total moments of an outgoing neutron; J the compound nucleus

spin.

The value of T in (20) allows for the competitions of non-

-neutron decay channels permitted by the conservation laws and in-

corporates the transmission coefficients for radiative capture and

fission:

comp " -y (21)

Here E f are the energies of the transition states.

Summation in (23) is made over the transition states with

spin J and parity n. The approximate scheme of transition states

for even nuclei was prooosed by Lynn £30]. This scheme was based

on the account of the mass saddle-configuration asymmetry, which

resulted in a lower K1I=0"-band fcr a barrier B and in decreasing

K =2 -band of a barrier A.

This scheme is known only up to about 1.8 MeV above the fis-

sion threshold. Taking into account that fission thresholds for
2 3 ?Pu, 2 4 1Pu and 2 3 5U are equal to -1.6 "eV. -1.2 MeV and-0.6 HeV\
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respectively, this approach is valid only near the thresholds for
2 3 9Pu and 2i|1Pu and in the resolved level region for 2 3 5U.

The problem of the nucleus level density at the fission point

still remains unclear within the framework of the phenomenoloaical

aDproach to a fission process. As is mentioned ty Lynn [13], from

the double-humped fission barrier concept it follows thet the den-

sity of single-particle states of actinides at the Fermi enerqy

is substantially hiaher for fission deformation rather than for

equilibrium one, i.e. the level density at the fission point at

excitation energies within the discrete spectrum of transition

states should be higher. The independent particle model suoqests

that at the excitation energies above the boundary of the discrete

transition state spectrum, the level density at the fission noint

should be lower. However, the loss of the saddle-confiouration

symmetry can lead to increasing rotational states, that would com-

pensate or even exceed this effect.

There are no direct experimental data for the level density

at the fission point, except for fissinn cross sections themselves.

The information on level density that can be ottaiTed from af is

strongly affected ty the fission barrier heiiht, and vice versa

the fission barrier heights obtained frcr experimental of rteocnd

on the level density assunpticn. Therefore, in the high eneroy

range where the scheme of transition states is unfcnovn, to calcu-

late TfJir we used, as Lynn did [13], a simple formula fnr the

transition state density which is similar to that of tht constant-

-temperature rtodel:

transition fissile nucleus states can be written as:

f
c. exp(| )
f Bf

(25)

ISO

where o,Cf an<" 6f are the parameters of the continuous density of

transition fissile nucleus states. These parameters are found

from the experimental of.

Thus, the "effective" fission transmission coefficient,

T f J n , with allowance for discrete and continuous spectra of the

fJir p(rfk'

(26)

where P(Ffl(, ho,,) and P(Efo+e,ho>) are found frost (24) and

PfU,J,I!), from""{25).

It is obvious that in this method the criterion for a correct

account of the fission competition -is the agreement between the

calculated and experimental fission cross section o_.

Thus, the knowledge both of the approximate scheme of transi-

tion states up to about 1.3 MeV above the fission threshold and of

the approximate fission barrier heights from the experiments on

(d.pf) and (t.pf) reactions [48] as well as the use of the constant-

-temperature model for the level density at hiaher energies enabled

to determine level density parameters and specified the transition

state schemes and barrier heights based on the experimental data

for c. for 2 3 9Pu, 2 4 PPu, M 1 P u . 2 4 2Pu and 2 3 5U. It has appeared

that about C,2 MeV changes in E f and about IPS changes In hu do

not seriously affect the quality of the c^ fitting irovided that

the relevant compensating changes are made for other parameters.

Owing to the fact that for actinides usually one peak of the

fission harrier is hiaher than the other (exceot only U , whose

both peats are the same) the effective fission transmission coef-

ficient, T
fj7r

can be taken equal to the smalleraf T which is

nuite satisfactory for calculation of neutron cross sections [13].

T<*>'"hen both T|" ' and jy are greatly less than 1 (subbanier fission),

formula (20) used to calculate o^ becomes inapplicable and, there-

fore, the method described in the previous section has to be adopt-

ed.

The "effective" transmission, T J i t(E). f«r radiative capture

was calculated with allowance for possible cascade Y-I" 3"*"" 1 emis-

sion.



The transmission of a sinnle y-transition T ]„(£.£ ) with

enissicn of a y-quantum having eneroy c^ frrir the

state h?vin<j a total moment J and parity r. was calculated just as

in the case of the neutron transmission:

(E,e
(27)

The spectral factor F(E,e ) is usually given in the form proposed

by Blatt and '.-.'eiSskonf f 49 J. The collective giant resonance model

is proved to better founded [50].

Total effective transmission for radiative capture can be ob-

tained by all possible y-transition summation, l'hen only dinole

Y-transitions are allowed for, ve have:

JE) = 2n
J+l

I
O k=|J-l|

(23)

where p(C+S -A-Sr,0,,) is the compound nucleus level density ''or exci-
n K

tation energy E+Sn-A-e ) and spin Jfc.

Th% dependence-of the level density upon parity was not allowed

for since it can be probably ignored [25,51] in the case of deforred

nuclei. The expressions obtained from the traditional Fermi-gas mo-

del, the Fermi-gas model involving collective modes and the suoer-

ftuid nucleus model were used for the level density,p(u,J).

When T Jir(E) is calculated, in principle, it is necessary to

allow for the available discrete spectrum of compound nucleus le-

vels in the low excitation energy range. This would result both in

the change of the integration limit in expression (28) and in the

aopearence of an extra summand that allows for y-transi tions froti

the continuous snsctrur: to the discrete rr.e. However, the calcula-

tions have shown that the contribution of a discrete sDectruir to

the radiative width is very small and is not thus allowed for in

further calculations.

Due to a large number of open channels, the partial width fluc-

tuation effect (S i-l) can be neglected in the excitation enerpy

range corresponding to the continuous excitation spectrum of a

nucleus-target. In this eneroy range the cross section ,o ,(E),can

te v;ri tten as :

Z. onnl(E.En.) • 0nn1 cont (E) (29)

where onr|,(E,E ,) was calculated as by expression (2) with

and an extra term a(E,J) in the denominator which takes into account

the continuous comnetition; a , c o n*(E)
 l s

excitation cross section and is defined as:

the continuous comnetition; a , c o n*(E)
 l s the continuous spectrum

(30)

comp
a(E.J)

4" j" q"

a(F,.l) = 1 I (31)

where E i is the energy, at which the continuous level spect-
q max

run starts.

In the case of the continuous level snectruin of a nucleus-

-target, the competition of fission due to inelastic scatterinq

and radiative capture was allowed 'or by introducino "effective"

transmissions:
1(1



T f J i r (E) = (2J+l)exp[
2o c

T f(E)

where T f(E) vas deterrined hy fittinn the o f fission cross sec-

tion calculated by the unique formalism to the exoeriirental ones.

The contribution of the (n ,yf )-reection was allowed for in fission

cross section calculations.

4. ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT APPPnCl'CS TO THE STATISTICAL

THEORY

To our nind, the afovs method for neutron cross section cal-

culations using the Hauser-Feshhach statistical model requires

comoarison with other models and clarifying the influence of the

collective level density effects on neutron cross section calcula-

tions.

At low excitation energies, when the levels do not overlaD.i.e.

when the compound nucleus states are not comoletely statistically

independent, there may appear correlations between inlet and out-

let channels. Unfortunately, although this problem is very impor-

tant, it has not been yet solved up to non. The use of the t'.oldauer

approach [53,54] with the application of the parameter ft that de-

pends on the statistical properties of the compound-nucleus states

and varies within (0,1) also does not solve this problem since

the choice of the correlation coefficient and its energy dependence

is not sufficiently substantiated, and the parameter Q Q cannot be

analytically calculated. Therefore, this approach is less aoplic-

able for neutron cross section evaluation of fissile nuclei.

The Tepel approach £46] allows for the correlation of the in-

let and outlet elastic channels and can thus be successfully used

in the case of the large number of channels having comparable cont-

ributions. However, we should bear in irind the restrictions typical

162 for this approach.

When the Tepel approach £46] is use'd to calculate neutron cross

sections, a specific combination of the decay channels and their

transmission coefficient ratio should be taken into consideration.

This approach can be adopted only either in the case of slightly

differing channel transmissions or in the case of a combination of

several weak and several strong channels provided that the total

channel number is about 10. In the case of weak cross sections (for

example, o an<! °nn f° r fissile nuclei), the neutron cross sec-
n-y nn

tions calculated by the Tepel formalism and those, by the Hauser-

-Feshbach (with correction for the width fluctuation) give the great-

est discrepancy (10-30*). In this case the computer statistical cal-

culations made byHoldauer [15] support the Kauser-Feshbach forma-

lism.

If the nurber of the channels and cf their freedom degrees

is small and if a stronn competing channel exists, then the Tepel

approach can give incorrect results. Then the number of open chan-

nels is large, the Tepel expression coincides with the Kauser-

-Feshbach formula. Moreover, both these approaches have a tendency

to coincide at strong absorption (T •*}) and at decreasino fission

competition.

Figure 19 gives the average 239Pu and «?n > 0 chan-

nel cross sections calculated by the Causer-Feshtach and Tepel for-
malisms. In both approaches, for weak absorption (Tn <<1) at 0.1

0+keV, the difference in <o >' reaches a factor 2.8 and. at a transi-
nn n.

tion to moderate absorption (En>100 keV, Tn about 0.26) this dif-

ference is decreased to 1.6.The values of <o n Y
>- »re correlated in

the same manner. In these two approaches, the difference between

<o > calculations displays an opposite tendency, therehy varying

from 10S at ".1 keV to 25? at IP" keV. For the 1*state the difference

in <o n n>
1 + decreases to 297 within P.1-100 keV, the difference

in J + varies <>om 17" at 0.1 keV to 1C* at in? keV and the

> , from 40 to 4SS. The decrease of the differences



Comparison of the average Pu

Hauser-Feshhach formalism (solid line) and the Tepei formalisiti (dashed line) iff* 10"r
Fn.

as and n > is caused

by the substantial attenuation of the fission competition.
As compared to the Tepel formalism , the use of the I'.cfman

formula [55] does not substantially change the results obtained
although it takes Into account the dependence of M not only on
T but also on T.

Figures 20 throuoh 22 show ""Pu o , a f and onr)1 cross sec-

tions calculated by the Hauser-Feshbach approach with allowance for

the fission competition and by the Tepel method. It is seen that

FIG. 20. Comparison of the calculated and experimental a ( 2 3 9Pu):

present Hauser-Feshbach calculation; . calculation
using the Tepel formalism; J S J » T _ , evaluation of the
experimental data.
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the f ission cross sections calculated by the Tepel method are 15?
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So, a conclusion may be made that within the framework of the

above assumptions, the Tepel-Hofmann-Weidenm'ul ler approach should not

be used to calculate neutron cross sections of heavy strongly fissile

nuclei up to' 1 MeV, which Is caused by the small number of decay

channels and by the available strong competing fission channel with

small v.. However, the present calculations (F1g. 23) show that already

at 1.1 MeV, the neutron cross sections, calculated by the Hauser-Fesh-

bach formalism with the S-factor and by the Tepel one, agree within

101 for o n , about 10? for a f and about 2X for onn,. It should be

noted that when the Tepel formalism was used, the SUIT of compound

nucleus cross sections proves to be different from the one calculated

by the optical model. With Increasing energy, this difference due to

neutron transmission modification for the inlet channel is however

decreased and almost vanishes at E > 1.1 fieV. As above 1.1 Kev there

are experimental a, (
242.Pu) cross section data and fission transmis-

sions T f can be found with sufficient conscience (F1a. 24), while a

1n this energy rerifls is much less than cross sections of other non-

elastic processes , then the sum of elastic and inelastic compound

nucleus cross sections calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach and

Tepel formalisms croves to be the same. However, as comoared to the

Mauser-Feshbach formalism, the Teoel model takes Into account the

correlation of inlet and outlet elastic channels and more correctly

calculates the elastic compound scattering cross section. This means

that the Tepel formalism also gives better calculation of the inelas-

tic scattering cross section In the energy range from 1.1 MeV to 2

MeV. Above 2 MeV, the use of both formalisms leads to the same re-

sults.

Above 1.1 MeV, the Tepel formalism was therefore employed .whose

main difference from the Hauser-Feshbar •> model manifests Itself in

different expressions for inlet channel neutron transmission coeffi-

cients and in the extra factor in the formula for elastic scattering

cross section:

) = -fkZ 2(21+1)
V£i(E)(2J+l) *

(33)

V,

a(F,J) -

fj, + I

A P

A+T E

o ( E - J )

(34)

nn'cont kc 2(21+1)

(35)

Vt-1j{E). (2-1+1 M E . J )

Vl-J-J +

n. c o n t

• h
kc 2(21+1)

LVi.fi
ijJ

v + vvfJu nJn

of = -4—! I V n(2J+l) -
T kz 2(2i+l) *jj * J O V vf0Ti vnJn

(36)

(37)

(38)
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where the modified transmission, V^., for an elastic neutron chan-

nel is :

LiT«
'••151

-1)]-1 (39)

while W,., Is calculated by the formula:

w,,, - 1 + 2[1 + ff~ n"1 (4G)

For other neutron channels as veil as for those of fission and

radiative capture vt«j coincides with T t 1 J.
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FIG. 23. Comparison of different approaches used to calculate Pu radiative capture,

elastic and Inelastic scattering, and compound-nucleus cross sections (Fermi-oas model

involving collective modes,spectral Lorentzian factor); , Tepel formalism; ,

llauser-Feshbach formalism with no regard for the S-factor;-.-.-, Hauser-Feshbach forma-

lism with allowance for the S-factor
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FIG. 24. Comparison of the experimental and calculated «jf> for
 t % P u below 20C keV:

.J !.J"i , data of [44]; J H J - — , data of [45]; , evaluation data of [40];-.-.,

calculation data from [41]; -«•-.«-.., present calculation using the Lynn parame-

ters [13]; , present calculation with Eft<=5.94 tieV; 1j(oA=0.8 MeV; EB*5.64 MeV;

"fcn)D=0.52 MeV

Consequently, the Tepel formalism that allows for the correla-

tion effect of inlet and outlet elastic channels is most suitable to

calculate the cross sections in the case of a great number of chan-

nels whose contributions ere comparable (for actinides it is

Implemented at E > 1.1 MeV).

It should be emphasized that the above method applied can cor-

rectly allow for the fission competition in calculations of neutron

cross sections of other processes but it cannot predict the fission

cross sections for nuclei, for irhich no experimental data are avail-

able since the nuclear level density in the er.ertiy ranee above the

fission threshold should be fitted empirically to reproduce e;perl-

mental of cross sections. Hevertheless, this approach proves to be

effective to evaluate fissile nucleus data.

ft fission process is a complex phenomenon not yet sufficiently

studied. Physics of Lhis process is undoubtedly ruch more complex

than it follows from the above semiertpirical model. Even within ...



the framework of this approach, the level density at the fission point

and the scheme of the transition states for even nuclei-tarpets are

not yet clear. The main uncertainty in of calculationsis associated

with the scheme of the transition nucleus states durinn the fission

process and is especially high for even nucleus-tarqet cross sections

since for these nuclei a strono centrifugal barrier should be taken

into account (vhen the barrier height varies in a similar manner,

the nreater change in o f is observed for the states with low orbi-

tal moments, as compared to those with high ones).

5. ALLnHANCt FOR THE (n ,yf J-PEACTIC'i IN NEUTRON CRCFS SECTION

CALCULATIONS FOR FISSILE NUCLEI

In the case of fissile negative-threshold nuclei, it is of im-

portance to allow for the (n,yf)-reaction in radiative capture cross

section calculations.

In a calculations, the quantities D and f are the most in-

oortant parameters. This follows from the fact that the ratio

(21+1) J2X where " is app-rximately constant for all nuclei
Dobs

at the given neutron energy.

The correct level density model should be used to determine 0

and the appropriate level density parameter "a".

To calculate an average radiative width, f , one widely used

the Blatt-l-'e-Iskopf factcr [49]:

rY(V J> - C ^ ' V 1 D0 (u)

However, th is formula gives unsat isfactory predict ion of the ab-
solute value of f , so the constant. C is usually f i t t e d u«ino
the experimental data.

For hsavy deformed nuc le i , a hot ter agreement with the exper i -
18J mental photonuclear react ion cross sections is achieved, when t l i r

Lorentzian factor in the form of tv;o l ines is used [50 ] :

4
, n - 8 NZ e£ 1.4 r i ' iq r

Y<VJ> -Vir £ l$* U, e2.E2
1? ' T

( r e .2 Pjt")

(42)

This formula is assumed to satisfactorily describe the energy de-

pendence of r for the nuclei heing far froir the closed shells

[56].

The gipnt resonance parameters were chosen to be avera<js for

heavy nuclei [13]: F-16=H "eV, r16=2.3 rieV, E2(.=14 HeV, r2G=4.5

MeV and then the calculated radiative widths r , were normalized

to the evaluated value of < r > in the resolved resonance region.

The above expressions are valid when the emission of subse-

quent Y-rays is the only way to release the residual compound nuc-

leus excitation after the first y-quantura is emitted. Indeed, after

the first y-quantum is emitted the nucleus excitation may be re-

leased due to neutron emission and fission. The eirittance of neut-

ronjis possible only when the excitation eneroy, after the first

Y-quantutn is emitted, is larger than the neutron separation one.

Therefore, it is necessary to allow for the competition bet-

ween (n.yn1) and (n,-yf) reactions and radiative capture to calcu-

late radiative capture transmission coefficients using the cascade

•y-rav emission theory £49].

It has appeared that allowance for the (n,,Yn* )-reaction in

radiative caoture calculations is important for neutron energies

that arc higher than the average enerqy of the first cascaee emitted

Y-rays (c - 1 MeV). Calculations show that at neutron energy of

0.5 MeV, allowance for this process in the case of Pu reduces

f only by 0.57.

It is of in-portance to allow for the (n,Yf)-reaction in the

case of fissile nuclei 'iben the excited compound nucleus fission

is possible after the first Y-Quantum emission i.57,58].



I
The authors of [57] obtained rf= 0.5.T for 239Pu (i.e. r =

2C meV and lynn [58] calculated the (n,yf)-process width, that proved

to be r f « 3 meV for the state 1+ and r f = 4-7 meV for the state 0
+

Since recently direct experimental data for the (n ,yf)-process

widths have appeared, it is of interest to rcake theoretical calcula-

tions of these widths usinci the developed statistical anproach based

on the self-consistent parameters. It is 3lso of significance to

analyse the effect of the (n ,yf)-reaction on the eneroy dependences

of f o ,c p and ct.

The calculation of the (n,yf) width mainly implies the deter-

mination of the part of the spectrum of y-rays that qive the inter-

mediate states lying above the anpropriate fission thresholds. In

this case, it is necessary to allow for the competition between

fission and radiative capture widths in these states.

For negative fission threshold nuclei, the corietition between

the (n,yf)-rr£ction and r?r"iative capture is nossiMe in the esses

when t*i= residual nucleus excitation =ifter the first y-iuantur. is

emitted, is less than '.he neutron hindino energy provided E-B, >E

'•'here tr is the fission threshold enerqy read out fror the binding

e. for low fission threshold nuclei ( "

'eV. —\
enemy
241

r-u, Er=-1.G "eV,

-1.5 t-eV) this competition is possible

even for thermal neutron energies.

To allow for this effect, the spectral factor must be multiplied

by where is

the effective fission transmission coefficient at the excitation

energy E+Sn-e^,.

Fission transmission coefficients were calculated by formula

(23) and (24) while radiative capture transmission, by formula (28).

Since fission widths are the functions of snin and narity,

the competition of the (n,Y*)-reaction allowed for leads to a

pore pronounced dependence of the average radiative widths on

spin and parity.

Calculations illustrate that the values of <r > calculated

with allowance for the (n,Yf)-reaction for two forms of the spect-

ral factor f(E,c ), (41)-(42), slightly differ, only 5-10%.

ft weak energy dependence of r for both spectral factors

up to 1 "eV, where experimental data for a are available.does

not permit us to sake a proper choice. However, the form of the

spectral factor substantially affects the calculated <r f> widths.

For 39Pu the experimental values of |r°* -r1* |< 4 meV are

obtained in [59], those of r t = 4.1 + 0.9 neV, in [6C] and those

of r - =6.1 + 2.9 meV, in [61]. In our calculations, we used the

spectral Veisskopf factor (formula (41)) and obtained <r f>
0+=9.3

i*eV and <l~ -> =10.3 ir.eV for Z 3 9Pu, which is not consistent with

the experimental data. When the spectral Lorentzian factor (for-

mula(42))was used , we obtained <r ,> =4.7meV and <r .> -

<r -> = 5.C ir.eV, which agrees with the experimental data within

their errors. Sums of the calculated widths <rf>
Jlr + <r f>

JlT

for the states 0 + and 1+ for 2 3 9Pu are equal to 2019 meV and 34.6

meV, respectively, which is consistent vith the total experimental
n 1fission widths : <rp>
n+ = 2043 + 200 and <rp>

1+ = 35.6 + 2.0

meV. Note that the demand for the aqreerent between the theoreti-

cal and experimental fission widths < r F > 0 + a n d * a s well

>1*and <T f>
1* strictly scecifies the fission threshold.

especially, of semi-open channels and excess over the threshold

of the states P+, 1+ and 2 +.

The values of r , for pu were experimentally measured

[62] and proved to be <r f>
2 + = 7 meV and <r f>

3 + = 2 meV. We

used the spectral Lorentzian factor to calculate the (n.yf) widths

for 2 4 1Pu and obtained <r f>
2 + " 4-95 rreV and <r f>

3 +=2.91 meV, 18S



which is again better consistent with the experimental data than
.2+ = 10.44with those calculated by the '-.'eisskopf factor when <r *

and < r f >
3 + = 6.62 meV.

The above values of r f were calculated with regard only

for El-transitions. If we assume that there exists some fraction

of the (il-transitions equal to ^|^| j =6.8 [63], then the calcu-

3 meV andlation based on these f!l-transitions gives |r t - I" t|

1 + 23°

r f = 5.9 meV for Pu, which also does not contradict the expe-

rimental data. With increasing contribution of the Hl-transitions

ff(El )/f (HI )-*•!]. the value of T 1^ will grow, which results in a

worse agreement between the theoretical and experimental data. No

reasons are available now to consider that the contribution of the

Hl-transitions for heavy nuclei is more than 10-20% of the El-tran-

sitions, although the contribution of the HI-transitions for nuclei

with medium A may be the larce oneThus, a more strong dependence of the calculated widths < r
Y f

> „
J

on the spectral factor, as compared to r f, makes it possible to

conclude that within the accuracy of the existing experimental

data for r - , the use of the spectral Veisskoof factor, on thewhole,

gives worse anreeitient with the experimental results for r f widths

against the Lorsntzian one, whereas the letter ensures satisfactory

agreement with the experirental results for r f.

As is expected, the reoard for the (n.-yf) and (n ,yn' )-reactions

causes a change in the enemy dependence of the radiative width,

<r > , (Figs. 25 and 26). This change is extremely sharp above

1 MeV (at 1 MeV, when these orocesses are allowed for, <r > dec-

reases as much as 1.5 tires. It is natural that this change in

<P > al.se affects the radiative capture cross section.

Figures 28 and 28 disnlay coroarison between the expeiinental

170 data and our calculations cf Pu radiative capture cross sections.

These figures show that the (n.rf) and

allowed for to calculate o

1 "eV,

•yn1 )-processes must be

of stronqly fissile nuclei with a

the calculation results for a__, ('negative threshold. At

with and without regard for a (n.yf)-process differ as much as

1.5-2.0 times. At 3 MeV, when the (n ,yn' ̂ -reaction contributes much,

this difference is of the order of sever?.! tines.

A weak rie.oenc'pnce of the calculated a „ cross sections on
nTf

the spectral factor for stronqly fissile nuclei up to 1 MeV does

not enable to make a unique choice between the spectral Lorentzian

and Meisskopf factors using the data for o alone. The results

for o n v ( Pu) calculated by both these spectral factors below

0.8 I'eV are in good agreement with the experimental data both in

absolute value and in the curve shape. In these calculations of

a , the values of r /0 were not varied, as is usually done f28],

but vere obtained in the resolved resonance region and taken with-

out any changes.

In the low energy range, where a is a considerable part

of the nonelastic cross section, the (n.yf) -process may ruchcontribute to the fission cross section Cp=a_+a . Calculations

show that at 1 keV, the (n,yf)-reaction cross section contribution

to Op is abovt 20%. Vith increasing eneroy, the (n.ff)-cross sec-

tion contribution to Op decreases.

ft chanqe in an and Op with allowance for the (n,-yf)-

-process also affects a =» nT- . So, calculations of a for 2 3 9Pu

with and without reqard for this process differ by 25% at 1 keV,

by about 155! at 40 keV, by a*out 2«S at (\3 !!eV and by about 501

at o.7 ••'eV. Below 1C0 keV, an increase in this difference with

decreasing energy is caused by increasing contribution of on>rf to

Op. Above 100 keV, the competition between the (n.-yf)-reaction

and radiative capture is intensified.
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FIG. 2 5 . ro+ 2 3 9 nEnemy denendence of Fj, for Pu: 1, calculation with
reqard for (n.yf) and (n,yn')-reactions.Lorentzian snectral
factor; 2, with renard for (n.Yf) and (n.yn') .lleissl-.opf
spectral factor; 3, in'th regard for (n.Yn1) alone, Loren-
tzian snectral factor; 4, without reqard for (n.yf) and
n.yn')» Lor°ntzian snectral factor

TIG. 26. Fneray dependence of avereqe radiative

E.HeV

241,
Pu <r > widths:

aj 3 channel width with reoard for (n.Yn1) and (n.yf); b;
3 channel uidth viitk reqard for (n.vn1) and (n.yf); c: 3*
channel width without renard for (n.yn1) and (n.Yf)-reac-
tions
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Comparison of the experimental and calculated Pu radia-

tive capture cross sections: 1, calculation with regard for

(n.ff) and in,Yn< )-reactions, lorentzian snectral factor "in

the form of two lines; 2, with reqard for (n,yf) and (n.yn1)

l.'eisskopf spectral factor; 3, with regard for (n.vn1) alone.

Lorentzian spectral factor; 4, without regard for (n,y f)

and (n.yn1). Lorentzian spectral factor.
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Comparison of the experimental and calculated c t ( Pu) cross sections:
• evaluated data; , spherical model calculation; - . - . - ,

non-spherical modal calculation

Below 100 keV, calculations of o. in terns of the averaqe

oarareters are suff iciently re l iable . Basie'es, these allow for the
cross section structure (Section 1 ) . Figure 27 O''v?s ccroarison
of both i"et'cds for calculating o ("" Pu) "jelow 1TC keV, naine-
lv.tlte f t a t i s t i ca l aoproach with allowance for the Mission compe-
t i t ion (solid l ine) and the use of the average paraneters in the 173

E q . . with
capture



unresolved resonance recion (dashed line). Afiove Zn KeV, both

curves coincide and helow 20 keV, maximum difference between two
23°

curves is about 8*. Curves for a ( Pu) within 1-10P keV are

in a better agreement v:ith the experinental data of Gwin [65] and

Meston and Todd [66] (5-10?, within the experimental errors). In
23°

the case of such a strongly fissile nucleus, e. g. 'Pu, the

a calculation is mainly affected by the correct allowance for

the fission competition and the difference in a calculations

made with two spectral factors and different level density models

proves to be small.

This method has been also adoDted to calculate the remainder

types of cross sections (Figs. 29 and 30). When predicting ann,

by this method, it should be borne in mind that theoretical calcu-

lations are not completely specified due to a poor knowledge of

the correlation properties of the resonance parameters. Vhen the

experimental data for of are available and o is small in the

fast neutron energy range, the reliable calculation of a is

based on correct neutron transmission coefficients that, first of

all, affect the value of the compound nucleus cross section. In

the case of deformed nuclei, neutron transmission coefficients

are most correctly calculated by the coupled channel irethod with

carefully ootimized non-spherical potential parameters to calcu-

late more properly optical cross sections of the nucleus consider-

ed. I'owever, the uncertainties in the partial cross sections cal-

culated by the statistical model due to the use of the spherical

optical potential can be, to a great extent, compensated by re-

normalization to the compound nucleus cross section calculated

by the coupled channel method.

Our evaluation experience shuns that on and onni for

strongly fissile odd nuclei can be successfully calculated b,

above method only if the fission competition (o^ in this case

must be found exnerimentally, at least, for some energies) is

correctly allowed and neutron transmission coefficients are de-

174termined by the optical model involving carefully optimized poten-

tial parameters. Collective effects in level density should be

allowed for in the case of even nuclei-targets.

239ru): _, llauser-

FIG. 30.

Comparison of the calculated and experimental a ,(

-Feshbach calculation; —-.calculation usinn the Tepel formalism;—•—.-

evaluation of tho experimental data
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6. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT LEVEL DENSITY MODELS Oil ACTIHIDE

NEUTRON CROSS SECTION CALCULATION

At present the Fermi gas level density model 1s widely used
for statistical theory calculations. The relations of this nodel
are based on the complete mixing of collective freedom degrees
in the excited nucleus and thus do not allow for the collective
modes. Recently the authors of [51,67,68] have developed the semi-
-microscopic method for calculating level density that allows for
vibrational and rotational modes. The statistical averaging methods
are also widely used to calculate level densities, although within
the framework of the adiabatic calculations of the collective
effects still some problems rercain unclear, nairely, difference in.
collective unclear modes at different excitation energies, mixing of
collective n>odes with single-particle ones; etc £72].

These problems may be solved by the microscopic methods for
the direct modelling of the highly excited nucleus structure [73].
However, these methods appear to be very tedious and time consuming,
especially at high energies, which hampers their application
for nuclear data evaluation.

Therefore, we used the statistical method for averaging para-
meters of excited nuclei developed by Ignatyuk et al. [69,70,72]
to clarify the effect of collective nodes on calculations of
the average neutron cross sections for heavy nuclei. These models
allow for the existence of shell inhomojeneities in the single-
-particle level spectrun, tbs correlation of suncrcon<Juct1n<j-type
and coherent collective nature effrets. We nor!:ed out a snecial
conputer orcgram t!i?t pern-Its calculation of level density and
deternin?tion of the neraneter "a" for the following tpodels: tra-
ditional Ferni-aas model, Ferni-gas ir.odel with a back-shift over
pairing energy, Ferrci-pas model with the energy dependence a(E)
used to allow for the s^ell effects L 2 6 ] , Fermi-gas model Involv-
ina collective nodes (rotational and vibrational), superfluid

nucleus model that correctly allows for residual correlation inter-
actions. The sinole version of this moool involving collective
modes i:as proposed in [7r].

The Ferrri-nas model allows for the shell effects i.2£] through
introducing the dependence of the parameter "a" on excitation
energy and shell correction SV. The effect of the er.ergv depen-
dence of "a" is most substantial for nuclei near the filled nuclear
shells. For the nuclei considered here, it is assumed that the valu:
of shell nuclear corrections is relatively snail and this effect
can be thus ionored.

U1th the collective modes allowed for, the formula for the
level density takes the forir.i

p(u,J) v v

vib' rot•
P F..g.(u.O) (43)

The coefficients for the increase in level densities, K

and >of
.2

due to rotational and vil'rational nodes and the
vib

factor o , according to the adia>-atic evaluation, are determined
by £74,27]:

Krot Fit

b= exp(".25a2/3t4'3)

(44)

(45)

(46)

where Fj and F,, ' are the perpendicular and parallel inertia
moments and t is fie excited nucleus tenperature.

The superfluid nucleus rr.odel relations were taken from f743•
Unlike [71], we used Ky.b in the forn of (̂ 5) and did not allow
for the energy dependence of the parameter "a" that can be neglect-
ed at small SW. As is shown in [74], the superfiuid nucleus mo-
del formulas are valid not only for even-even nuclei but also,
as is shown in [74], for odd-odd ones if the excitation energy
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is defined as:

U=U
even-even *{: for odd nuclei

for odd-odd nuclei

In the present work, AQ is determined as Ao =12,5ft"
1/2 MaV f27].

These level density rcodels give different dependence oT

the level density on energy, which affects the value of the cross
sc-Mons calculated by the statistical model.

The values of the level density parameter "a" calculated by
different models with normalization to <D> . for Pu, Pu,
2 4 0Pu, 2 3 8U and 2 3 9U are given in Table 1.

Table 1
VALUES OF Tl'E PARAMETER "a" FOK DIFFERENT LEVEL

DENSITY MODELS

176

Ho del

Fermi-gas model
Eack-shift Fermi-
-gas model

Fermi-gas model
involving collec-
t ive modes

Fermi-gas model
involving enerqy
dependence a (I1)
(at U«5n)

Ferm1-nas model
with collective
modes and a(U)

Superfluid nuc-
leus model

Superfluid nucleus
fnodel Involving
collective nodes

238U

31
23

U°
19

31

19

52

21

.09

.0+
0.83)

.10

.09

.10

.02

.63

a

239^

33.26

26.48

20.07

33.26

20.07

59.68

21.10

240pg

28.79

22.25
(A=0.75)

17.66

28.79

17.66

44.69

19.35

MeV"1

2 4 2Pu

29.13

21.83
(A=0.82)

17.74

29.13

17.74

45.31

19.2C

2 4 3Pu

31.81

26.75
(A=0.32)

19.25

31.81

19.25

57.OS

20.05

Table 1 illustrates that allowance for the energy dependence
a(E) for actinides by the Ftriri-oas rndel does not lead to
a change in the parameter "a", which is natural, because this ef-
fect is most essential for the nuclei near the filled shells.

The value of "a" is observed to be very large when the super-
fluid nucleus model is used with no regard for the collective
modes (probably.entropy decrease at U=Sn is compensated due to a
sharp increase in "a"). When the collective effects are taken into
account t'ie value of "e" is sharply decreased. Uhen the values
of "a" >.r calculated usinq the Ferni-gas and superfluid nucleus
models, cr.ese velues tecore close to each other and to the quasi-
-classical estimation (a=0.P75A, for 2 4 3Pu 1=18.22 HeV" 1).

As the calculated fission cross sections are usually f1cted
to the experirental data, in statistical theory calculation!, the
radiative capture cross section a proves to be most sensitive
to the choice of one or another model. The choice of the model
may be substantiated uniquely only for those nuclei, for vhich
the experimental data for o are available over a wide energy
ranne. From this point of view, the ° u nucleus is most suitable
and its radiative capture cross section v;as measured in a number
of works. This nucleus is analysed to study the effect of diffe-
rent concepts of the level density on the enerqy dependence of
0 as well as the effect of the uncertainties in <D>obsand **%*
on a calculation. The problen of the choice of the spectral fac-
tor will be considered, too.

Neutron transmission coefficients required for statistical
model calculations 'were calculated hy the coupled channel method
with the non-spherical optical parameters carefully optimised
with respect to the experimental data. S , S,,oo were used as

the inDut experimental data at the energy of the order of several
keV and trt 1n the region 2 V.eV to 15 HeV. Besides these data, we
also used the most reliable experimental data for elastic scatter-
ing annular distributions [75,76] at 2.5 and 3.4 NeV where the
contribution of the lower levels is clearly pronounced. It should

4.



be rioted^ however, that desDite the high accuracy of the experimen-

tal data [75] there exists a contradiction between the high value

of the total cross section o t at 3.4 :!eV and the comparatively

snail value of the differential elastic scattering cross section

at small annles obtained in £75],

A careful optimization with regard for the above experimen-

tal data dives the following values of the non-spherical optical
238potential parameters for U:

VR=(45.87-0.3 En) MeV, =1.256 f , a,,=0.626 f

HD=(2.95+0.4

Vsp=7.5 MeV,

n= 0.216,

For Z 3 9Pu:

f , aD=0.555+0.0045 E

rsf)=1.2335 f ,

B4O=

rQI?=1.256 f, aR=0.626 fVR=(<I6.10-0.3 En) MeV,

UD=(3.0+0.4 En) HeV, rOD=l .260 f . ac=O.55G+0.0C45 E

Vs0=7.5 (ieV

B20=0.214, P40=0.080.

The values of the obtained real and imaginary Darts of the poten-

tial for 2 3 8U are somewhat less (by 62 and 202, respectively) than

the aporonriate oarameters £753 which were determined by giving a

great weight to their anqular distributions of elastic and inelas-

tic scattering neutrons.

This potential can be successfully used to calculate the

strength functions S ,S^• ot • op and angular distributions of

elastically and inelastically scattered neutrons up to 10 MeV. Thus,

1t may be assumed that neutron transmission coefficients are calcu-

lated rather accurately.

In a number of works £77], a conclusion was made that the

Weisskopf factor (formula (41)) in many cases can be successfully

employed to calculate a tut it does not ensure the apreement

between the enerqy dependences of the radiation strength functions

[78], The use of the Lorentzian factor is physically more found-

ed, but in this case the agreement with the experimental data

for the energy dependence for o becomes verse, and calculated

a values prove to be substantially higher than the experimen-

tal ones.

As radiative capture transmission depends on the compound

nucleus level densitv, it may be assumed that the above discre-

pancy between tlieory and experiment is caused by the incorrect-

ness of the model used (Ferni-gas model). This conclusion was
o -a p

made in [28] ihere " ° u neutron cross sections •"ere calculated

only uo to 1 '"eV, i.e. the fission competition was not allowed

for and neutron transmission coefficients were calculated by the

spherical model.

II neutron cross sections were calculates" by the above

mentioned formalism while above 1.3 'lev, by the Tepel formalism.

The scheme of the 2 3 8U level1; i-as taken from f79].

There is a flcoc1 agreement between the experimental (Fig.

31) and calculated cross sections for the discrete excited levels

below 1.5 !'eV which are not affected by the choice of the level

density model.

Thus, the chosen parameters of the statistical model can

be successfully uspd to calculate all neutron cross sections,

except o . The radiative capture cross section calculation is

strongly affected by the type of the level density model, which

allows the proper level density model to be chosen based on the

comparison between the calculated and experimental data in the

vide energy region.
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Figure 32 shows comparison between the TI neutron cap-

ture cross sections calculated using the Lorentzian factor and

different level density models, and the experimental t> in

the energy region from 0.1 to 3.0 Mev vhere non-compound radia-

tive capture mechanisms can be neglected. This comparison wit-

nesses that the best agreement between theory and experiment is

achieved when the Ferni-gas model involving collective modes is

used. The use of the superfluid nucleus model gives a discrepan-

cy between theory ?nd experiment in the energy range 1.2 - 3.0

lieV, and in the energv region up to 1.2 i!eV the agreement is

the same for the ferrai-gas model involving collective modes.

V'hen the traditional Fermi-gas rrodel is used, the greatest

disagreement between theory and exoeriment is observed. The cal-

culated a values are not substantially changed by introducing

the energy dependence of the parameter "a" into the Fermi-gas

irodel. So, at 3 MsV, this effect is no n'ore than 4% and explain-

ed by a relatively small value of the 2 3 3U and 2 3 9U small correc-

tions 6W. In this case the energy dependence a{U) can be ignored

In the superfluid nucleus model.

The use of the Veisskonf spectral factor does not give a

better agreement between the calculated and experimental e > as

compared to the one achieved by means of the Lorentzian spect-

ral factor and the Fermi-gas irodel involving the collective nodes

(Fia. 32, curve 1). Therefore, bearing in mind physical orcunds

of the Lorentzian factor, i:"iich is illustrated by tl-e agreement

of the calculated and experimental results for the radiative

strength functions [78] and for the (n.yf)-reaction widths, it

is advisable to use this spectral factor for statistical theory

calculations.

It should be noted that the unique choice of the better

model to calculate a may be substantially affected by the

uncertainties in <D>cbs and ty the neutron trans-
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greater than < D >
0 [ j S

= 2 0 - 8 t

The radiative nJcapture width was normalized to < r
Y
>
o b s

=

23.5 meV [8C] which is consistent with 23.5 meV [81] and with

23.43 meV + 0.11 meV s t a t + 0.70 FeV$ysten, [82]. The uncertainty

in <r > , being equal to 43, gives the same error in the calcu-

lated any .

<0>ofcs is characterized by the larger uncertainties that

are associated with identifying s-and p-leveis. According to the

evaluation made in [83], *•>> bs=24.78 + 2.0 eV, which is much

- The reason of this dif-

ference lies in the fact that the weak levels which were assumed

to be s-levels £84], in reality are D-leveis as it was determined

by Corvi et al. [85], The difference in a due to two upper and

lower values of < E»oj,s is about 15Z. r'ote that the present re-

sults for 2 3 8U point to the high value of <S>ob$=24.8 eV f.83].

The existin" uncertaiiti er. in <r > snd in O > "ic not en-

able to explain such a strono tMffarence b»t-iecn the exDrrir.eital

•ind calculated cross sectinr.s obtained usinn the traditional

Ferir.i-cas model.

Figure 33 illustrates a affected by the values of neut-

ron transmission coefficients that were obtained using the spheri-

cal and non-spherical models. The difference in o for these

two cases depends on energy and varies from 5 to 205S.

This analysis shows that the use of the traditional Fermi-

-gas model for even-even nuclei gives a considerable difference

between the experimental and calculated a cross sections for

both spectral factors which cannot be attributed to the uncertain-

ties of the parameters used.

The calculated cr cross sections obtained by the superfiuid

nucleus model involving the collective nodes and with the Lorentei*n

factor up to 1.5 feV agree with the experimental data in the sprae

manner, as in the case of the use of the Fermi-gas model involv-

ing the collective nodes. However, son>e uncertainties in the para-

meters of f.ie adopted version of the superfluid nucleus model,

particularly phase transition energy, does not enable to state

that the similar relationship between these two calculated curves

will be valid for other nuclei. The on ( Pu) calculations show

that for this nucleus the a cross section calculated ty

means of the superfluiri nucleus ncdel involving the collective

modes proves to te larger thanthe one calculated by the Fermi-gas

involving the collective modes, '-'ote that t'ie use of the

superfluid nucleus rodel for calculation of a I'ith the 1'eiss-

kopf spectral factor leads to the greater values of o , as

compared to. the Lorentzian spectral factor. The reverse is ob-

served when the Fermi-gas model is used. The above uncertainty

requires further investigation.

Therefore, the Ferri-gas model involving the collective

modes and the Lorentzian spectral factor were used to calcu-

late an (2AoPu and 2" 2Fu). Figure 34 displays o (2iIZPu) cal-

culated with different level density models. Note that in the

energy ranoe from the boundary of the discrete and continuous

level spectra of a nucleus-target (1.5 riev) to 2 tieV, the cal-

culation leads to somewhat overestimated values of a because

because the level density of the residual nrOeus is underesti-

mated in tliia ranqe. This is clearly seen v:hen the traditional

Fermi-9as node! is used.

If the calculated af is fitted to the experimental data,

than the choice of the model does not affect the value of the to-

tal inelastic scattering cross section. The difference in the

level density cf a nucleus-target, when different models are

used, results both in a change of the relationship between the

scattering cross sections in the discrete and continuous level

spectra and in varying excitation cross sections of the discrttt

IK
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levels (Fig. 35). Hence, a conclusion iray be drawn that the choice of
a model may substantially affect the characteristics of the cal-
culated spectrum of the scattered neutrons. Indeed, from the ana-
lysis of the experimental data on the neutron spectra for the nuc-
lei with medium A it follows that smaller values of the parame-
ter "a" are obtained than in the case of the Ferni-gas model
used.

1'e assume that the conclusions of the present work can be
adonted to calculate neutron cross sections for heavy nuclei that
are not sufficiently studied experimentally.

Vlithin the frarcowor!; of the statistical approach, using the
unique setof the Daramaters, the neutron transmission coefficients
obtained by the non-spherical ontical model,it is possible to cal-
culate simultaneously cori>ound neutron cross sections for fissile

nuclei vith an accuracy of about in and o n x, about 15J in

a about 20-30S in a.

!*'hen experimental data for a and

and parametrize a^ within about 10*.

are not available, these

cross sections can be calculated by the method described within

the same accuracy. The experimental data for af, the average para-

meters <r > and <0> and. the scheir.e of the nuclear levels are the

minimum information to calculate ann" and V The use of the non-

-spherical potential, the Lorentziar spectral factor and the Fermi-
-gas model involving the collective erodes enables to obtain the
self-censistent data for all neutron cross sections, including
a ( U) for even-even nuclei-tarqets over a wide energy range.

I'hen the traditional Fermi-gas rpodel is used, a consider-
able disagreement between the experinental and calculated o n

cross sections for even-even nuclei 'or both forms of spectral
factors is observer1, which, cannot be explained by the uncertain-
ties cf the parameters adonted.
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